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SEE WHAT’S NEW 
FOR CALGARY 
& AREA

CALGARY ZOO | CALGARY, AB
Dinosaurs Have Awakened at the Calgary Zoo: This exhibit, designed to educate, 
as well as entertain, encourages visitors to go on an immersive journey through the 
newly designed Prehistoric Park to experience what it may have been like to roam 
Earth with the dinosaurs, while inspiring action to prevent the loss of endangered species 
today – a key component of the vital conservation work the Calgary Zoo does both locally 
and globally.

BEST WESTERN PREMIER CALGARY PLAZA HOTEL & 
CONFERENCE CENTRE | CALGARY, AB
The newly renovated Best Western Premier Calgary Plaza Hotel, featuring 248 spacious 
guest rooms, is centrally located between Calgary International Airport and the city 
centre. This full-service hotel, known for its outstanding accommodations, friendly 
professional service, multi-lingual staff and excellent location, also offers indoor 
swimming pool and hot tub, airport shuttle, gift and convenience shop, complimentary  
Wi-Fi throughout the hotel, free parking and a conference centre featuring versatile 
meeting/event rooms. A summer courtyard is offered for refreshments and relaxation in 
the sun. Barrington’s Restaurant and Lounge showcases locally grown and international 
foods to tempt the palates of our guests. Easily accessible from both the QEII and Trans-
Canada Highway as well as all major routes. The hotel is surrounded by two shopping 
centres and a selection of traditional and ethnic restaurants, as well as being within a 
10-minute walk of Calgary’s LRT station and a 10-minute drive of the Calgary Zoo and 
TELUS Spark Science Centre. 

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

https://www.calgaryzoo.com
https://www.calgaryplaza.com
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VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

EAU CLAIRE DISTILLERY | TURNER VALLEY, AB
The Eau Claire Distillery Speakeasy Experience: This experience showcases 
prohibition history in Turner Valley and southern Alberta. The experience takes 
visitors on a journey through time from the 1920s to present day. Visit a secret bar, 
where you will learn the tales of the past, enjoy a complimentary tasting of Eau Claire’s 
award-winning spirits and get a feel of forbidden times. Embark on a thrilling journey 
through time, through the illicit booze trade, an era of illegal clandestine operations. 
Relive the furtive days of prohibition in Alberta! Trace the footsteps of the audacious 
drinkers and experience what it was like in the 1920s, when alcohol prohibition was 
in full swing. Virtual distillery tour included in experience. Virtual event offerings also 
available by request. This 45-minute experience includes a tasting flight of Eau Claire 
Distillery spirits, $5 Eau Claire Distillery bucks and commemorative souvenir glass.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SIDECAR ADVENTURES | CALGARY, AB
Discover Calgary From Above, Below and Within: Explore Calgary like never 
before from inside a motorcycle sidecar. Rocky Mountain Sidecar Adventures and 
Calgary Tower present the experience of a lifetime. From solo sightseeing to a group of 
six, enjoy this three-hour sidecar journey to explore Calgary’s hidden gems, from coffee 
shops a patisseries to breweries and local distilleries. Feel like shopping along the way? 
There is plenty of room in the sidecar for your purchases. Wrap up the tour with one of 
Calgary’s favourite landmarks – the Calgary Tower. Take in the views of the city and 
Rocky Mountains from above.

TOURISM CALGARY | CALGARY, AB
Alberta Food Tours: Eat, engage and explore with Alberta Food Tour’s new self-guided, 
mobile-based food tour in Calgary – Alberta Food Finder. Teams of up to six (families, 
small cohort groups) set out on a mobile quest to discover clues and complete fun 
challenges, all while experiencing the atmosphere and amazing food in the eclectic 
neighbourhood of Kensington. 

CalgaryWalks and Bus Tours: Explore the history of the Calgary Stampede and the 
Wild West and see stunning works of western art on the Stampede Art & the Wild West 
Walking Tour, an immersive tour. Group experiences: Listen to the tale of Alberta’s most 
notorious outlaw while savouring a hearty bowl of cowboy stew around a crackling fire 
during Cowboys & Outlaws:  A Campfire Caper or enjoy a fine dining progressive dinner 
in historical venues on the Heritage Culinary Indulgence Tour.

Rocky Mountain Sidecar Adventures: Explore the city and see the sights in a fun 
and unique way in a vintage-style sidecar motorcycle. The new Cheers to Calgary Tour 
features stops at local breweries, distilleries and patisseries and also includes elevation at 
the Calgary Tower.

Heritage Park: The Prospect Ridge Project will be opening, featuring six new and 
newly enhanced sites demonstrating natural resource development of the past. Included 
in Prospect Ridge is a coal mine experience, which includes immersive, underground 
interpretation complete with a miner’s headlamp.

VIEW WEBSITE

https://eauclairedistillery.ca
https://www.rockymountainsidecar.com
https://www.visitcalgary.com
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SANDMAN HOTEL GROUP | CALGARY, AB
Formerly the Sandman Hotel Calgary City Centre, the newly renamed Sandman Signature 
Calgary Downtown Hotel went through a complete top-to-bottom renovation in 2020, 
including all guest rooms, the lobby and restaurant/lounge. With this name change, an 
upgrade in service levels, amenities and overall look and feel of the hotel are evident.

Sandman’s Signature brand reflects the superior level of our hotels across Canada 
and, in particular, Alberta. There are a total of 12 Sandman properties in Alberta.

VIEW WEBSITE

HERITAGE PARK HISTORICAL VILLAGE | CALGARY, AB
The NEW Prospect Ridge brings Western Canada’s stories to life, depicting how the 
mavericks of the new west used the land and all that it offered to build prosperity and 
innovation for the future.

Exhibits include a coal mine and working water wheel, an operating replica of the Dingman 
Discovery Well, a Miner’s and Park Warden’s Cabin, an amphitheatre, an operating 20th-
century windmill and a First Nations nature trail, which physically and thematically 
connects all of the exhibits. 

Innovation Crossing, a brand-new, state-of-the-art Interpretive Centre opened 2021. 
The building is powered by current green technologies, which visitors will be able to see 
working sustainably in real time.

Anne Frank, A History for Today, on tour from Anne Frank House in Amsterdam shines 
a light on Anne’s life, parallel with the atrocities of the holocaust and World War II, while 
making connections to issues facing us today.

VIEW WEBSITE

CALGARY STAMPEDE | CALGARY, AB
The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth, the Calgary Stampede! 
Future Dates: July 8-17, 2022 & July 7-16, 2023

VIEW WEBSITE

CALGARYWALKS & BUS TOURS | CALGARY, AB
Cowboys & Outlaws: A Campfire Caper: Lifetime Adventures Corporation o/a 
CalgaryWalks & Bus Tours is pleased to announce our newest interactive experience, 
Cowboys & Outlaws: A Campfire Caper. This experience is open to group sales only 
and will provide guests with an insight to western culture hosted by a real live cowboy. 
Receive an official welcome to Calgary and take part in the re-enactment of an outlaw 
story that created the greatest manhunt in the North West Mounted Police history. Enjoy 
a cowboy favourite – ranch stew and uniquely brewed “cowboy” coffee, all while sitting 
around an authentic campfire. Celebrate with your hosts at the end of the evening with a 
no-partner-required, move-to-the-music line dance (toe-tapping wallflowers are welcome, 
and most usually end up joining the fun).

https://www.sandmanhotels.com/signature-calgary-downtown
https://www.heritagepark.ca
https://www.calgarystampede.com
https://calgarywbtours.com
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VIEW WEBSITE

GREY EAGLE RESORT & CASINO | CALGARY, AB
Grey Eagle Resort and Casino will soon be adding an alternate venue for events such as 
live concerts, weddings, dance recitals and graduations. An outdoor event space located 
on the west end of our property will include a state-of-the-art stage, large LED screens 
and surround sound, which can be played in vehicles. All health and safety guidelines 
will be followed. The new venue will allow for 200+ vehicles, and some of our hotel 
guests will be able to view shows from their guest room.

THE DORIAN | CALGARY, AB
The Dorian Hotel is a $110 million Marriott property, set to open in June 2022. The 
hotel will feature 308 luxury rooms in a 27-storey tower. The Dorian was the first 
Marriott property in Alberta to be awarded an Autograph Collection hotel. The hotel’s 
community-focused business model will source local suppliers for a number of things, 
ranging from food and beverage offerings to soap and linens. Art will also be obtained 
from local creatives. 

The Dorian’s boutique-inspired design and 137 uniquely themed guest rooms are poised to 
give guests an authentic experience. Designed with the essence of Oscar Wilde’s infamous 
novel The Picture of Dorian Gray, the Dorian is a hotel with soul that blends modern 
comfort with British whimsy and local flavour, providing guests with a memorable, warm 
and fun stay.

Executive Chef Kevin Birch will be overseeing all three culinary offerings at the Dorian: 
Prologue, Bistro Novelle and The Wilde, a fine dining restaurant located on the hotel’s 
27th floor that will feature organic, sustainable and local ingredients.

Now accepting reservations.

VIEW WEBSITE

YAMNUSKA WOLFDOG SANCTUARY | COCHRANE, AB
There have been some exciting changes here at the Sanctuary! We moved into our new 
Visitor Centre in 2020 and other renovations have since continued to improve the 
visitor experience for all. A recent endeavour has been our Barrier Free Project. This 
project aims to renovate our pathways, creating more accessibility for persons with 
disabilities. In the summer of 2022, we’ll begin construction on a brand-new tour area 
that will also be wheelchair accessible. Additionally, we have some new and improved 
offerings to make the most of your visit. Our Wolfdog Wisdom Sessions and Wild 
Enrichment Saturdays are offered throughout the year, providing novel enrichment for 
the wolfdogs , which is crucial to their well-being. As well, these offerings create a unique 
and unforgettable experience for our visitors. Last but not least, we are revamping our 
informational signage to create a unique and educational journey as you make your way 
through the Sanctuary. 

VIEW WEBSITE

ALT HOTEL UNIVERSITY DISTRICT | CALGARY, AB
Germain Hotels continues its expansion in Western Canada. After the opening of 
Le Germain Hotel Calgary and the Alt Hotel Calgary East Village, a hotel opening is 
planned for summer 2023: the Alt Hotel University District. Located in the popular 
University District, the hotel will count 155 rooms and will be Silver LEED certified.

https://www.greyeagleresortandcasino.ca
http://thedorian.ca/
https://www.yamnuskawolfdogsanctuary.com
https://www.germainhotels.com/en
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VIEW WEBSITE

STUDIO BELL | CALGARY, AB
Behind-the-Glass Tours: Go “behind-the-glass” of the National Music Centre’s 
exhibitions, dive deeper into specific artifacts and see the collection come to life with 
a musically trained tour guide. These interactive tours are offered Saturdays and 
Sundays at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. Tours are 45 minutes in length and recommended for 
those ages 12 and up. 

Canadian Music Hall of Fame: Deborah Cox Exhibition – This new temporary 
exhibition in partnership with the National Music Centre and the Canadian Academy 
of Recording Arts and Sciences honours 2022 Canadian Music Hall of Fame inductee 
Deborah Cox, who is the first Black female artist to receive the national honour. The new 
exhibition was built to resemble a larger-than-life Hall of Fame magazine-style spread 
using digital technologies. Through storytelling, animation and video clips, visitors will 
learn about Cox’s career in the entertainment industry, from her humble beginnings as 
a background vocalist and her work with other music legends, to her time on Broadway 
and in film, as well as her advocacy work with the LGBTQ community.  

Music and Wellness Exhibition: This new permanent exhibition taps into the power 
of music on mental and physical health. Music has an extraordinary capacity to affect 
human health and well-being, in ways we are still discovering. Studies have shown 
that music can calm or excite, enhance mental focus and physical performance and 
even heal psychological trauma. Located on Studio Bell’s third floor, which is entirely 
dedicated to the power of music, the Music and Wellness exhibition will explore these 
topics through a series of powerful video interviews that create an immersive sense of 
personal conversation between the viewer and a variety of experts, including medical 
professionals, music therapists, community wellness advocates and Indigenous 
Knowledge Keepers. Launches May 27.

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

THE WESTLEY HOTEL | CALGARY, AB
A new boutique hotel that is part of the Tapestry Collection by Hilton officially opened 
its doors in downtown Calgary in June 2021. This five-storey hotel with 104 rooms and 
suites offers several amenities and services, including meeting rooms, a 24-hour fitness 
centre, laundry and dry cleaning and more. Valet parking is also available by request. 
The restaurant, Fonda Fora, specializes in contemporary Mexican cuisine and offers 
breakfast, lunch and dinner (not to mention a very tempting cocktail program).

THE PADDLE STATION | CALGARY, AB
The Paddle Station is a locally run Calgary-based raft and kayak rental company that 
sends more than 20,000 people a season down the beautiful Bow River from May to 
September each year. Groups of 2 to 460 can enjoy hassle-free guided and self-guided 
paddling experiences. As you float through the downtown core of Calgary, you can enjoy 
the unparalleled and undisturbed views of the cityscape from the river and let your guide 
tell you stories about the sights and breathtaking views.

The Paddle Station provides clients an opportunity to rent rafts and kayaks right from 
the river’s edge. Paddle Stations are strategically and conveniently placed at Shouldice 
Park and St. Patrick’s Island. The Paddle Station is the only full-service rafting company 
in Calgary, which means all you have to do is show up! 

https://www.studiobell.ca
https://thewestleyhotel.com/
https://www.paddlestation.ca
https://www.hilton.com/en/tapestry/
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ALBERTA BOOT COMPANY | CALGARY, AB
The Alberta Boot Company is moving to a new 30,000 square foot experience and tourism 
centre. Along with boots, the retail shop will offer apparel, cowboy hats, handbags and 
collaborative merchandise made by local artists. The building will feature an interactive 
space showcasing where the boots are made, a boot shine station and a bourbon bar. 
The centre will also have room for hosting events and tour groups. Tours will be offered 
throughout the year, including the You Are a Bootmaker workshop experience. Store opens 
in June 2022; immersive behind-the-scene tours start in August.

VIEW WEBSITE

SAM CENTRE | CALGARY, AB
Launching November 2023, SAM Centre will be the only year-round immersive 
experience that offers an intimate look at the Calgary Stampede and how it plays into 
the history of Calgary and southern Alberta. SAM will feature interactive exhibits, a 
multimedia show, flexible spaces featuring novel events and activations, and a state-
of-the-art workshop for preserving the Stampede Collection and Archives. Located 
in Stampede Park, the SAM Centre will accommodate groups up to 300, with 30,000 
square feet of gathering space and unique retail and dining options.

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

HUNTER VALLEY ADVENTURES | COCHRANE, AB
Raft the Bow River through Cochrane: A family-friendly interpretive float on 
the Bow River. Immerse yourself in a unique and engaging experience that will allow 
you to explore the history of the town and the land from the water. We will meet you at 
Riverfront Park in Cochrane and your trip will finish by the historic Griffin Barn. We 
provide the guide, the raft and the lifejackets. No experience necessary, just bring your 
sense of adventure!

HANDLE-BAR GUIDED OUTDOOR EXPERIENCES | BRAGG CREEK, AB
Nestled in the hamlet of Bragg Creek, the Handle-Bar offers single- and multi-day 
adventures for individuals and families, customized for beginner to intermediate fitness 
levels. We offer hiking and mountain biking trips in the summer, and fat biking, cross-
country skiing and snowshoeing adventures in the winter. We would love to introduce 
you to the wilderness of the Rocky Mountains here on the eastern slopes of Kananaskis 
Country, located only 40 minutes west of Calgary. 

https://www.albertaboot.com/
https://corporate.calgarystampede.com/park-development/sam-centre
https://www.huntervalleyadventures.ca/
https://www.handle-bar.ca/
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HOMEPLACE RANCH | PRIDDIS, AB
Homeplace Ranch is proud to announce we now have on-site accommodation and meeting/
retreat space in our renovated guest lodge and newly developed walk-out suite! The newly 
renovated Meadowview Suite is perfect for a small group or family, with two bedrooms, 
one bathroom, full kitchen, living and dining room, as well as laundry. The lower level has 
a south-facing walk-out patio and coffee area directly looking onto our horses’ overnight 
pasture. The historic 1926 farmhouse and previous Homeplace Ranch guest lodge has also 
been newly renovated. Accommodating up to 11 people, the Horseman’s Lodge features five 
bedrooms, five full bathrooms, a great room with a living room, kitchen and dining area, as 
well as an office. The large west-facing deck features a fire pit.

Since 1974, Mac Makenny, a passionate horseman, has owned and operated the 
Homeplace Ranch, offering Horse Awareness programs, Day Riding and Riding Lessons. 

https://www.homeplaceranch.com/
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SEE WHAT’S NEW 
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VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

EDMONTON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT | EDMONTON, AB
Edmonton International Airport (EIA) always puts the health of safety of our passengers 
first. EIA Ready is a program that demonstrates our commitment to ensuring a clean 
and safe passenger journey through EIA. Airlines continue to adapt schedules based on 
restrictions and passenger demand. For complete information on current nonstop flights, 
visit flyeia.com/currentflights. Current features on what’s open inside the terminal can be 
found on the website as well.

Destination EIA continues to be a place to explore for travellers and locals alike. Amenities 
include Premium Outlet Collection – EIA, Century Mile Racetrack & Casino, Costco and 
hotels such as the Fairfield by Marriott and the Renaissance Edmonton Airport Hotel.

When you’re ready to fly, we’ll be ready with industry-leading cleaning and safety 
practices that put your health and safety first.

TIMBERWOLF TOURS LTD. | EDMONTON & AREA
Timberwolf Tours’ Guided Small Group Tours in Western Canada showcase the inspiring 
natural and cultural wonders to visitors through well-planned, active and outdoor-focused, 
tour itineraries. In addition to our camp- and hotel-based programs in the Rockies, 
on Vancouver Island and crossing both Alberta and B.C., a five-day wilderness canoe 
experience and 11-day non-ski Winter in the Rockies tour are highlights for 2022.

Timberwolf Tours combines the famous sights with opportunities to get off the beaten 
track. Our guides are knowledgeable and enthusiastic, all the while adding unique 
memories customized to individual interests. Amazing experiences, special moments, 
local treasures and Canadian wonders all wrapped up in an amazing tour package. 
Tour descriptions, photos, video are all easily accessible to add Timberwolf Tours into 
your online or print programs. Booking, commissions, payments and all inquiries are 
seamlessly completed to make partnership with Timberwolf Tours an easy choice.

FORT EDMONTON PARK | EDMONTON, AB
After a $165 million enhancement project and being closed for nearly three years, FEP 
reopened in May 2021. Now the Park includes a signature new exhibit, the Indigenous 
Peoples Experience. Here, visitors will connect to First Nations and Métis stories 
through one-of-a-kind, authentic experiences representing the area’s many nations and 
many voices.

Other upgrades to the Park include:
 A a new front entry plaza and admissions area to welcome visitors to the site

 A expansion of the 1920s-style midway, including a new Ferris wheel, games, maze 
and the much-acclaimed Cabinet of Curios exhibit

 A upgraded utilities, including  Wi-Fi throughout the site

Along with the physical updates, enhancements have also been made to programming, 
wayfinding, accessibility and more.

https://flyeia.com
https://www.timberwolftours.com
https://www.fortedmontonpark.ca
https://flyeia.com/flights/fly-non-stop/
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INDIGENOUS TOURISM ALBERTA
Indigenous Tourism Alberta encourages and promotes authentic Indigenous tourism that 
showcases the unique and immersive experiences offered by its members throughout 
our four regions: north, central and southern Alberta as well as the Rockies. The goals of 
this work are to enhance economic viability, further engage and support our Indigenous 
Peoples and nurture these partnerships throughout the province by sharing our stories, 
culture and experiences with a global audience. A strengthening emphasis on the 
reconciliation, economic and social impacts to Indigenous communities and people is of 
high importance.

VIEW WEBSITE

CDEA / TOURISME ALBERTA | ALBERTA
L’Alberta recèle de trésors à découvrir. Elle est la parfaite combinaison entre paysages 
naturels, décors urbains enlevants et sites culturels uniques. L’Alberta vit au rythme de 
ses citoyens et de leur hospitalité légendaire. Durant votre séjour, vous y retrouverez 
l’empreinte francophone des premiers colons européens ayant foulé notre sol.

Le Réseau touristique bilingue du nord de l’Alberta prend vie sur le nouveau site Web 
routes-ab.ca qui permet de choisir parmi quelque 200 attraits dans la région du nord 
pour créer votre itinéraire personnalisé par le biais d’une carte interactive. 

Incorporée à sa plateforme numérique tourismealberta.ca, la section dédiée aux routes 
touristiques bilingues du nord de l’Alberta vous offre la possibilité de sélectionner un 
circuit thématique. 

De plus, Tourisme Alberta a produit une trousse touristique adressée aux professionnels 
de l’industrie (voyagistes, agences de voyage, médias) pour faire valoir les expériences et 
produits touristiques ayant le français comme valeur ajoutée.

Bienvenue dans nos communautés francophones et bilingues de la province!

Alberta holds within its borders magnificent treasures to be discovered. It is the perfect 
combination of natural landscape, urban cities and unique cultural sites. Alberta is also 
known for its citizens’ legendary hospitality. During your stay here, you will for sure 
notice the footprint and the touch of the first European francophone expeditions that 
took place on our land.

The Bilingual Tourism Network of Northern Alberta is now live and accessible through 
its official website, routes-ab.ca. This new experience will allow our travellers to select 
among 200 attractions in the northern region and customize their own itinerary based 
on these selections using an interactive map.

From the same platform of tourismealberta.ca, you will also be able to discover the 
amazing thematic routes. 

In addition, Tourisme Alberta has developed a promotional kit dedicated to professional 
travellers, travel agenciesand media to promote and highlight the tourism experiences 
and products with French as an added value.

Welcome to our francophone and bilingual communities of the province!

https://indigenoustourismalberta.ca
https://lecdea.ca
https://tourismealberta.ca/routes-bilingues-du-nord/
https://tourismealberta.ca/
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ELK ISLAND RETREAT | EDMONTON, AB
Elk Island Geodomes: Elk Island Retreat is a beautiful private campground located 
only 3 kilometres from Elk Island National Park and 40 minutes east of Edmonton. It’s 
a great place to escape crowds and enjoy nature and unwind. If you love nature but prefer 
some of the creature comforts of home, all you glampers and comfort campers will love 
staying in the beautiful geodesic domes. It’s the next best thing to sleeping under the stars.

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

WASE SABA EXPERIENCES | EDMONTON, AB
Lace up your dancing shoes and follow Sissy Thiessen to the Powwow Circle for a culturally 
immersive experience, where you’ll learn about Indigenous history, awareness, dance, 
storytelling and much more! Sissy is a Treaty 6 Nakota Sioux, Cree and German 
Indigenous cultural facilitator, Powwow dancer, crafter/beader, spoken word poet and 
creative writer with family roots in Alexis Nakota Sioux Nation. Join Sissy as she celebrates 
her culture through this one-of-a-kind Indigenous Powwow Dance experience in which 
guests can learn about Powwows and stories of origin, handle real beadwork and partake in 
a group round dance!

UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA BOTANIC GARDENS | EDMONTON, AB
Twilight Picnics is a picnic experience for two that includes a gourmet picnic box and a 
chance to sit back, slow down, relax and enjoy life in a beautiful garden. Stroll through 
the peaceful grounds with a glass of wine or local craft beer as the frogs begin to sing, 
the sun sets over the bridge in the Kurimoto Japanese Garden and lights reflect on the 
fountains in the Aga Khan Garden. Personalize your experience with thoughtful add-ons 
like blankets, flowers and handwritten cards. Runs June to September.

VIEW WEBSITE

TALKING ROCK TOURS | EDMONTON, AB
Experience the geology of Edmonton like never before. Talking Rock Tours provides 
interactive experiences that tell the story of the land with a Métis guide and geologist who 
combines his culture and knowledge of geology. He currently offers tours of Edmonton’s 
historic river valley, Elk Island National Park and much more. Come experience the 
geologic wonders of Alberta, and immerse yourself in the Indigenous stories of our past.

https://www.elkislandretreat.com/geo-domes
http://wasesabaexperiences.ca
https://botanicgarden.ualberta.ca/
https://www.talkingrocktours.com
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BACKSIDE TOURS | EDMONTON, AB
Backside has been creating memories through mountain adventure for 20 years and is 
well established as Alberta’s group adventure travel company. We specialize in corporate 
businesses, university groups, associations, family and friend groups and schools, taking 
care of transportation, accommodation, tickets and entertainment options.

If you’d rather get yourself to the mountains and take advantage of arriving and departing 
on your own schedule, consider booking a Udrive, where we still provide the same great 
deals on accommodations and lift tickets but you get yourself there!

Your safety is our top priority, please visit our website for the most up-to-date 
COVID-19 and cancellation policies. Backside is here to help facilitate your mountain 
adventure. Choose from one of our Alberta resort partners, and whether you wish to 
Udrive, hop on a public bus or plan your private group trip, we look forward to working 
with you to make the process seamless.

Three-day and 7-day itinerary options are available, departing from Edmonton or Calgary, 
where you will meet up with the Backside team before departure for the mountains for 
your Rocky Mountain skiing adventure in Jasper, Lake Louise and Banff. 

EDMONTON HELICOPTER TOURS | EDMONTON, AB
Picnic in the Woods: Edmonton Helicopter Tours has partnered with Prairie Gardens 
and Adventure Farm to give guests the opportunity to enjoy a luxury picnic experience 
like no other. Departing from Edmonton International Airport, the flight will follow the 
majestic River Valley to Edmonton’s Downtown Ice District, then to Prairie Gardens in 
Bon Accord for a private farm-to-table picnic in a 40-acre woods preserve. The menu 
has been carefully selected to showcase fresh, organic and creative cuisine. Runs July 
through September.

VIEW WEBSITE

TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE | EDMONTON, AB
Major renovations will be completed by September 2022. This will include the opening 
of the new Arctic Expedition, which will transport you on a journey through a year 
in the Arctic, following the seasonal changes experienced by Indigenous Peoples. 
The exhibition will showcase the geography, ecology and biology of the Arctic while 
celebrating its people and culture. 

The Aurora Indigenous Experience is a three-hour experience that immerses 
guests in the culture and environment of Northern Indigenous Peoples. Experience 
includes a traditional Indigenous smudging and teaching ceremony hosted by a 
Knowledge Keeper, a guided tour of the Arctic Journey Gallery, viewing of the 
Aurora and Legends of the Northern Sky shows in the Ziedler Dome and an authentic 
Indigenous lunch.

The self-guided Science Centre Experience allows groups to experience all the 
exhibits, experiences and shows. Experience astonishing feats of engineering in The 
Science Garage, do a lab experiment and see your own cells under a microscope in the 
Health Zone or view a real moon rock in the SPACE Gallery. There is no time limit on 
this experience, so the experience can be adjusted to fit any itinerary.

https://www.backsidetours.com/
https://www.erhelicopters.com/special-rates
https://telusworldofscienceedmonton.ca/
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FOOD BIKE TOUR | EDMONTON, AB
Get a taste of Edmonton while working up an appetite. Food Bike Tour serves up 
exploration and exercise with a side of delicious. Indulge in fine local foods and 
beverages while touring on a bike around the city with a local guide. Choose from 
2.5- and 5-hour tours, including bike, helmet, food and non-alcoholic beverages, and 
culinary experiences.

OLD RED BARN | EDMONTON, AB
Picture yourself standing in a 1950s barn overlooking Whitemud Creek. The smell 
of birchwood smoke and coal-roasted vegetables rising in the air. The new Farm to 
Flame experience is a unique open-fire cooking experience that is sure to excite all 
your senses. Menus are designed around what is seasonally available from surrounding 
local farms. Get expert tips on cooking with flame from an experienced Pitmaster and 
get engaged in the process of making fire-cooked food. This three-hour demonstration 
style experience is located on a working dairy farm 10 minutes from the Edmonton 
International Airport in Leduc County. 

https://cheftableliving.com/
https://theoldredbarn.ca/
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CANADIAN ROCKY MOUNTAIN RESORTS
Buffalo Mountain Lodge in Banff is undergoing renovations to the Lodge rooms with 
updated touches throughout, boasting clean and sophisticated finishes to these mountain-
chic guestrooms. We will also be rebranding our restaurant at the lodge and reopening 
in May with a completely new design, name and concept. Emerald Lake Lodge near 
Field, B.C., is still boasting its epic lake views and cozy guest rooms. Soft updates have 
been completed throughout the property and guestrooms.

HIGH COUNTRY INN | BANFF, AB
All guest rooms, lobby and reception have been renovated, including balcony rooms with 
new exterior sliding doors and windows, and a new modern heating and air-conditioning 
system throughout the hotel with individual climate controls in each guest room. The pool 
and hot tub facilities have also been updated.

The High Country Inn is a convenient and affordable location for your clients’ Canadian 
Rockies visit. Locally owned and operated by the Irwin family, the High Country Inn 
has a proud tradition of hosting guests from around the world. Just a couple of blocks 
from Banff’s famous town centre, the High Country Inn offers clean, modern and well-
appointed hotel accommodations with 70 guest rooms. Our friendly staff will help make 
your experience in Banff a memorable one. The High Country Inn is family-friendly and 
offers Banff’s best value accommodation. Restaurant on-site.

The High Country Inn specializes in leisure travellers. The Banff area offers a variety of 
activities, eco and soft adventure excursions. Downhill skiing and boarding, cross-country 
skiing, hiking, biking, beautiful parks and scenic mountain vistas are but a few of the 
experiences waiting. The Town of Banff offers abundant shopping and dining opportunities.

 A Leisure Traveller Specialists, Group Tour and FIT

 A Competitive Net Pricing for the Travel Trade

 A  70 guest rooms and suites; A/C, iron/board, coffee/tea, HD cable TV, telephone, 
voicemail, hair dryer, fridge

 A Indoor heated pool, 2 hot tubs, complimentary parking, equipment, ski and 
board storage

 A Wireless high-speed internet

 A Canadian Star Quality Rating = 3 Star

https://crmr.com
https://www.banffhighcountryinn.com
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THE JUNIPER HOTEL & BISTRO | BANFF, AB
Enjoy a panoramic view, plentiful sunshine and natural setting within vintage modernist 
architecture. Located along the wildlife corridor, with the mountains rising straight up 
from our back door and downtown Banff only minutes away. The hotel’s woodland setting 
and striking views of three iconic mountain ranges provide a National Park atmosphere. 
Experience handcrafted cuisine using the finest and freshest ingredients in the Bistro 
and Lounge! On-site you will find interpretive displays and artwork of the area’s culture 
and heritage, as well as woodland walking trails, bike rentals, hiking maps and activity 
planning services. Wireless internet access is complimentary hotel-wide. This boutique 
hotel features 52 guest rooms, many with balconies or patio walk-outs. Pets are welcome 
and must be pre-arranged with the hotel to ensure pet-friendly room availability. Offering 
personalized, local hospitality, the Juniper Hotel is a peaceful place away from the crowds! 

VIEW WEBSITE

SKIBIG3 | BANFF & LAKE LOUISE, AB
Lake Louise Ski Resort: Discover 480 acres of new terrain with a four-minute ride 
up the Summit chair scaling the ridge of Whitehorn Mountain. Accessible from the top 
station of Top of the World chairlift, the Summit chair drops riders off at Whitehorn’s 
peak, providing improved access to intermediate, advanced and expert runs in the back 
bowls as well as the new West Bowl zone.

West Bowl is located in the front face of the resort. This all-natural terrain carries 
advanced and expert ratings and is divided into zones rather than cut runs. There are 
endless possibilities to explore routes and fall lines through steeps, bowls and gladed 
tree areas. With a focus on improved efficiency and conservation management, over the 
next 10 years Lake Louise Ski Resort will continue to announce new terrain, day lodge 
offerings and chairlift infrastructure improvements. Stay tuned!

Banff Sunshine: Banff Sunshine installed a new fibre optic line, allowing for improved  
Wi-Fi, data and cell connectivity for guests. This means visitors can answer those work 
emails while also staying connected with friends and family.

Mt. Norquay: Mt. Norquay invested in an improved snow-making system with the 
addition of an extra pump, among other upgrades. This will provide a 30% increase in 
snow-making capacity and, in doing so, provide an even better on-mountain ski experience 
all season long.

https://thejuniper.com
https://www.skibig3.com/travel-trade-toolkit/
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BANFF LODGING CO. | BANFF, AB
We are happy to share the news that we have acquired three new hotels with 216 guest 
rooms between them on Banff Avenue. 

The Rundlestone Lodge features 98 units, with amenities that include a full-service 
restaurant (Patrinos Steakhouse), a conference room and a health club featuring a lap 
pool, hot tub and fitness gym. 

Irwin’s Mountain Inn features 65 units with air conditioning and is located a short walk 
to downtown Banff. Amenities include a full-service restaurant (El Toro Restaurant), a 
conference room and a health club featuring a hot tub, sauna and fitness gym. 

The Red Carpet Inn features 53 newly renovated units with air conditioning, an 
indoor hot tub and a central location on Banff Avenue.

The Dorothy Motel (formerly Bumpers Inn): Bumpers Inn has been fully renovated 
and reopened in September 2020 as the Dorothy Motel. All 42 guest rooms and public 
areas have been renovated in a heritage theme with a boutique motel vibe.

The Canoe Hotel & Suites (formerly the Inns of Banff): The Banff Lodging 
Company started renovations at the Inns of Banff in fall 2019. We will fully transform the 
hotel from a budget-style property into the new Canoe Hotel & Suites, a 4-star property 
of similar standard to the Moose Hotel & Suites, with a new restaurant, hot pool area 
and lobby. We are expecting to open in summer 2022, and we will provide updates on a 
projected firm opening date closer to the time. 

The Otter Hotel (formerly the Swiss Village at the Inns of Banff): The Swiss 
Village and two cabins have been torn down to make way for a new 175-room hotel, 
estimated opening in 2023.

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

BREWSTER’S MOUNTAIN LODGE | BANFF, AB
Brewster’s Mountain Lodge will be working on some soft renovations in all of our room 
categories. Work has begun on the room renovations, with approximately 25% of our 
rooms being completed for the start of summer 2021. New wallpaper and carpeting bring a 
modern look to the rooms while maintaining our grand mountain lodge feel, with the pine 
furniture and wrought-iron arrowhead lamps we have become known for.

During the pandemic, we have had to alter our offering for breakfast and are currently 
delivering a complimentary continental breakfast to all guests each morning. We have 
added a choice of breakfast sandwich as a hot item choice along the typical continental fare 
such as yogurt, fresh fruit and muffins, which has garnered rave reviews from our loyal 
repeat guests and new visitors alike.

BANFF ASPEN LODGE | BANFF, AB
A transformation is in the works at the Banff Aspen Lodge – reimagined and redesigned 
for a modern-day Banff.

This will be a lodge experience re-energized for tomorrow’s guest. We’re blending the 
warmth of friendly, Canadian Rockies hospitality with clean-lined architecture, uplifting 
design and contemporary hotel features. 

With improvements to every corner, we’re creating fresh open spaces intended to 
complement Banff’s spirit and welcome guests from near and far to this amazing 
national park. 

We will continue offering excellent value and location, and our 88 fresh and modern guest 
rooms include a full hot breakfast,  Wi-Fi, parking and the opportunity to relax in one of 
our two outdoor hot tubs.

Check out our website for a listing of our hotel’s amenities, current specials and 
other details.

https://www.banfflodgingco.com
https://www.brewstermountainlodge.com
https://www.banffaspenlodge.com
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WHITE MOUNTAIN ADVENTURES | BANFF, AB
New for Summer 2021: Guided e-Bike Tours in Banff National Park! Think outside the bus 
this summer and see the best of Banff’s natural beauty via active, accessible guided e-bike 
tours. Join our experienced interpretive guides as you pedal along riverside pathways and 
winding mountain parkways in the shadow of the world-famous Canadian Rockies, with 
ample help up the hills from our modern fleet of electric-assist bikes.

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

LAKE LOUISE INN | LAKE LOUISE, AB
Renovations have now been completed on the Lake Louise Inn’s Deluxe One Bedroom 
and Two Bedroom Suites complete with kitchenettes!

DISCOVER BANFF TOURS | BANFF, AB
Discover Banff & Its Wildlife (our scheduled local tour of Banff) can now be purchased 
with a Banff Gondola ticket for our summer season. Discover Banff Tours will coordinate 
the flight time and ticket for guests as part of our tour. Guests are dropped off at the 
Gondola at the completion of the tour and, after having some time to explore the 
attraction, will be collected and returned to their hotel.

We continue to upgrade our fleet and will acquire two new Deluxe Mini Coaches this year.

ROYAL CANADIAN LODGE | BANFF, AB
Royal Canadian Lodge turned 20 in 2020. What better way to celebrate than with a 
facelift? All guest rooms have been refurbished with flooring, cabinets, draperies and 
accent lighting. Though newly updated, the warm colours and rich textures still offer the 
familiar feeling and luxury that this Banff family-owned hotel has always provided.

https://www.whitemountainadventures.com/e-bike_banff
https://www.lakelouiseinn.com
https://www.banfftours.com
https://www.royalcanadianlodge.com
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ALBERTA FOOD TOURS | BANFF, AB
Eat the Castle – Guided Food Tour: Built in 1888, this Castle in the Rockies is one of 
the world’s most iconic hotels. With us, you’ll enter a stranger and leave an insider.

We’ll share its history plus what it takes to prepare 1.5 million fully luxurious meals per 
year as we sip and savour our way through four exquisite offerings of food and beverage 
pairings at STOCK, the Vermillion Room, Grapes and 1888 Chophouse.

Alberta Food Tours, Inc. has also launched the Alberta Food Finder, Alberta’s first self-
guided, mobile-based, food tour game. The food-focused and family-friendly mobile quest 
puts users in charge of when and how their experience unfolds. Players discover clues, 
solve puzzles and complete fun challenges while experiencing the best-tasting food, art, 
history and hidden gems in Calgary and Canmore. There are also monthly restaurant 
prizes and preferred rates at over a dozen local businesses.

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

PARKS CANADA – BANFF NATIONAL PARK | BANFF, AB
Banff National Park – A Special Place: Wildlife in Banff need your help! National 
parks help protect unique Canadian landscapes and the ecosystems that wildlife depend 
on for their survival. When visitors feed, disturb or entice wildlife, their natural character 
is affected. Parks Canada staff work to ensure your safety and the protection of wildlife. 
Give wildlife space, obey speed limits and do not feed or approach any wildlife.

To help Canadians gain access to the health and wellness benefits that come with being 
outdoors, while continuing to ensure safety of visitors, residents and staff, Parks Canada is 
taking a phased approach in restoring access to the park. In doing so, physical distancing 
for the public remains a critical requirement in all areas of the park. Some restrictions and 
closures implemented as a result of COVID-19 have been lifted, while others will remain 
in effect. Please check our site regularly for the current status of areas, activities and 
services offered in Banff National Park.

Parks Canada Travel Trade Admission Fees: Parks Canada will continue the cycle 
of adjusting fees every two years based on changes in the Consumer Price Index. The 
last fee adjustment as part of this cycle took place on January 1, 2022. 

Parks Canada offers net rates for groups and FIT clients. Contact the Western Group and 
Commercial Tours Office at pc.groupescommerciauxouestwestcommercialtours.pc@
canada.ca for national park entry.

MT. NORQUAY | BANFF, AB
Coming in 2022, Norquay is happy to announce the addition of two new Via Ferrata 
Routes, the Alpinist and the Mountaineer. We now have a total of six routes to explore! 
The Alpinist, four- to five-hour route, leads to the epic Norquay “Panoramadome,” then 
follows the scenic narrow crest of the mountain for 600 metres. Expect continuous 
moderate to strenuous exertion on this itinerary, with brief breaks. There’s time for a rest 
and beverage after the descent back to the Cliffhouse Bistro. 

On the Mountaineer Route, you will spend up to eight hours covering about 3 kilometres 
distance and 800 metres of vertical up and down, while exploring the entire length of 
the mountain crest between the SE and NE summits. The longest tour, it includes all of 
the Via Ferrata at Norquay. Be prepared for moderate exertion all day with picturesque 
rest stops and lunch on the mountain. 

https://albertafoodtours.ca
https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/pn-np/ab/banff
https://banffnorquay.com
mailto:pc.groupescommerciauxouestwestcommercialtours.pc%40canada.ca?subject=
mailto:pc.groupescommerciauxouestwestcommercialtours.pc%40canada.ca?subject=
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BANFF SUNSHINE | BANFF, AB
Resort-wide, we have worked to modify and change our operations to reduce touchpoints 
for our guests. We want every guest to feel safe while enjoying the Canadian Rockies. In an 
effort to streamline the ticket process for skiers and snowboarders, we have launched Banff 
Sunshine Mobile Tickets and a mobile version of our best-selling Sunshine Super Card. 
Both our mobile lift tickets and Sunshine Super Cards may be purchased through our Banff 
Sunshine Village app, which is available for download on both the Google Play and Apple 
app stores.

For guests looking to get an edge on their ski or snowboard skills, new for the 2020/21 ski 
and snowboard season, our Banff Sunshine Village’s Ski School has introduced Bubble 
Ski and Snowboard Lessons. Our new bubble lesson is designed for up to five guests from a 
household or bubble to enjoy private coaching from one of our certified pros.

Our guests have noticed and have appreciated the efforts we at Banff Sunshine Village have 
made across our resort. We receive glowing feedback from guests on how comfortable they 
feel at Sunshine with our mandatory mask policy and our operational procedure of only 
loading households together on our lifts. As a resort, we are grateful for the cooperation 
we’ve received from guests and are thankful that we have continued to provide a world-
class outdoor recreation experience to Canadians. Due to the uncertainty of the worldwide 
pandemic, Banff Sunshine Village is only operating for winter 2021.

Our summer experience will return Summer 2022.

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

ROCKY MOUNTAINEER | BANFF, AB
Discover some of the most iconic destinations in Western Canada by luxury rail. The 
experience onboard Rocky Mountaineer’s all-dome fleet features rich, historic storytelling, 
regionally inspired cuisine and a first-hand look at stunning scenery, all from the comfort 
of reclining plush seats. With three distinctive rail routes, Rocky Mountaineer takes 
guests on a journey through spectacular landscapes and to popular destinations. This 
train journey is a chance to unplug and relax fully into the sumptuous surroundings. The 
views, warm hospitality and decadent cuisine are exceptionally enthralling and create a 
memorable trip of a lifetime.

PURSUIT – FARM & FIRE AT THE ELK + AVENUE | BANFF, AB
We at Pursuit’s Banff Jasper Collection are beyond thrilled to bring the best of the 
Canadian Rockies to all visitors who come our way this season. New for this year, we are 
excited to have one of Banff’s best new culinary offerings in the Elk + Avenue’s newly 
opened on-site restaurant: Farm & Fire. Opened in late 2020, Farm & Fire specializes in 
transforming farm fresh and locally sourced ingredients into delicious, wood-fired culinary 
creations. With incredible cuisine and service to match, Farm & Fire has quickly risen to 
become one of Banff’s best-reviewed restaurants.

And as with everything we do, Safety First is our #1 core value. Guests can travel more 
confidently knowing that our enhanced COVID-19 measures for guest safety are doing 
everything possible to keep them happy and healthy.

https://www.skibanff.com
https://www.rockymountaineer.com
https://www.banffjaspercollection.com/dining/farm-fire/
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CMH HELI+SKIING & SUMMER ADVENTURES | BANFF, AB
CMH Summer Adventures: Embark on this rare opportunity to immerse yourself in 
a sensory adventure in one of the most astounding places in Canada – the iconic, CMH 
Bobbie Burns. This bucket-list-worthy trip combines helicopter-accessed hiking with 
elevated dining experiences. Spend the day working up an appetite while exploring the 
stunning alpine (wait ’til you see the views). Later, slip off your hiking boots and indulge in 
special creations prepared with fresh, regional ingredients by a team of CMH’s top chefs. 
Your dining experiences will be perfectly paired with beverages from an award-winning 
winery, brewery and distillery. You’ll savour cocktails, smooth wine and craft beer from 
Alberta and British Columbia and treat your taste buds to tapas and multi-course meals. 
Throughout, you’ll have unique opportunities to interact directly with the trip’s chefs and 
beverage experts, so you can take a few culinary secrets home with you.

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE
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BANFF PARK LODGE/ THE PEAKS HOTEL & SUITES | BANFF, AB
We are pleased to introduce you to Banff’s newest Peak! The Peaks Hotel & Suites. 
Just a few steps over quaint cobblestone across from the Banff Park Lodge and you’re 
in the middle of it all, quite literally. Located less than a minute walk from downtown 
Banff, Peaks Hotel & Suites offers a quiet reprieve from the hustle and bustle of town. 
Our location at the heart of Banff offers guests a unique balance of quiet comfort while 
remaining steps from an entertainment district featuring world-class dining, shops, 
arts and events. Minutes from the action and a mile from the usual hotel experience, 
our 71 NEW rooms and suites allow you to choose from four levels of luxurious guest 
rooms, including 42 standard rooms and 29 unique suites that feature in-room pantry, 
microwave, refrigerator and complimentary coffee. Visit us at www.peaksbanff.com to 
find our more.

PURSUIT – OPEN TOP TOURING | BANF, AB
New touring program. Pursuit offers Open Top Touring in new custom vehicles that take 
guests on an exploration of the people, places and moments that shaped Banff National 
Park. A ride on the 1930s-inspired coaches feels like taking a step back in time — complete 
with an open roof and a costumed guide. But the coaches aren’t without modern amenities, 
like USB phone chargers.

GREAT DIVIDE NATURE INTERPRETATION | LAKE LOUISE, AB
New snowshoeing program. This Lake Louise-based mountain guiding experience 
company offers summer hiking and winter snowshoeing programs. Their new Snowshoe 
trips are three to four hours long and take you into the wilderness of Banff National 
Park. Whenever possible, they seek out areas with fresh snow so you can make fresh 
tracks. Your outing includes snowshoes, poles, overboots (as necessary), dark cocoa hot 
chocolate or herbal tea and homemade power bars! You can book privately (couples, 
families, friends) or join a group.

https://www.cmhsummer.com
https://www.banffparklodge.com
https://www.banffjaspercollection.com/attractions/open-top-touring/
https://www.greatdivide.ca
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CANALTA HOTELS | ALBERTA
With over 40 Canalta-owned and operated properties across Western Canada, a place to 
lay your head is never too far away. 2020 was a tough year with COVID-19 but we did have 
some exciting things still happen despite the travel restrictions in place. The Canalta team 
was designated with the AHLA Safe accommodation promise and included our 7 star clean 
program to ensure both our guests and team members had a safe and clean environment to 
stay and work in.

The Super 8 in Drumheller underwent a renovation and re-brand to the new Sure Stay Plus 
by Best Western. Canalta also launched a new hotel brand in St. Paul with the acquisition 
of a newly built property. We officially opened the Landing Hotel and Conference Centre in 
February of 2021. 

The Canalta Lodge in Banff also has the recently opened Happy Camper Café & Lounge, 
offering new local food and beverage options to our guests.

VIEW WEBSITE
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PURSUIT – NIGHTRISE EXPERIENCE AT THE BANFF GONDOLA | BANFF, AB
Pursuit unveils Nightrise, a multi-sensory winter experience at the Banff Gondola. Created 
by the Montreal-based Moment Factory, with participation from the Stoney Nakoda 
Nation, Nightrise uses vibrant lighting, multimedia effects, video projections and original 
soundscapes to transform the entire mountaintop gondola site into a magical world. At 
Sulphur Mountain’s peak, guests can explore the many levels of the summit building and 
enjoy Rockies-inspired eats and drinks. Outside on the viewing decks, guests will discover 
wonders that only emerge as the night begins to rise. Runs from December 2, 2021, until 
March 12, 2022.

ALPINE AIR ADVENTURES | BANFF, AB
Alpine Air Adventures has partnered with Mountain Park Transportation to offer 
the Cowboy Country Tour. Departing from Banff hotels and travelling east along the 
Trans-Canada Highway, the first stop will be at the Chiniki Stoney Gallery. Next is an 
interpretive tour at the Yamnuska Wolfdog Sanctuary followed by a classic cowboy lunch 
and a visit to historic downtown Cochrane. The tour concludes with a visit to Stockmen’s 
Memorial Foundation Museum for a Build Your Own Brand experience. Put together 
your name or family logo on an iron, heat it up over an open fire and brand a piece of 
reclaimed barn board to take home. Cost includes transportation, all entry fees and 
classic cowboy lunch.

ROCKIES HELI CANADA | CLINE RIVER, AB
Rockies Heli Canada is an adventure helicopter company offering exciting activities, not 
just helicopter flights. However, Rockies Heli Canada is the only helicopter operator in 
the Rockies that offers glaciers on every helicopter flight!! Most activities are one-and-a-
half hours long up to full-day activities. Private and group tours are available depending 
on the occasion. 

Our pick-up service is available with a private Volvo car (five passengers) or Mercedes 
Sprint Van (11 passengers) from Banff and Lake Louise. The Volvo features six 
comfortable bucket seats; four are heated and cooled seats for a relaxing smooth ride to 
our heliport near Abraham Lake on the Cline River – two hours from Banff. The drive 
from Banff is as scenic as the helicopter flight as you travel the iconic Icefield Parkway!

https://canaltalodge.com
https://www.banffjaspercollection.com/attractions/banff-gondola/
https://alpineairadventures.com/
https://www.rockiesheli.com
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DECORE HOTELS | JASPER, AB
Even Nicer Rooms! We have been renovating rooms at both the Tonquin Inn and Maligne 
Lodge, introducing a soft contemporary style set against the natural backdrop of Jasper 
National Park. Guests will experience freshly painted rooms with new bathrooms, granite 
countertops, new flooring and carpets and new furniture. Many rooms also have new, 
extra-comfortable beds for an even better mountain-fresh sleep! Both the Tonquin Inn 
and Maligne Lodge have great amenities, including fitness facilities, outdoor hot tubs, 
indoor heated pools and two full-service restaurants. We thank our partners for their 
support and look forward to welcoming guests to our newly renovated rooms. 

JASPER INN & SUITES | JASPER, AB
We are pleased to welcome back our independence as The Jasper Inn & Suites as we bid a 
kind farewell to the Best Western flag.

Our renovations in the past few years have included 50 of our one- and two-bedroom 
suites, with newly appointed kitchenettes and powder rooms with new showers. We are 
gradually incorporating triple sheeting into all of our rooms and continue refreshing as 
required. We have also just finished renovations on two of our meeting rooms.

JASPER FOOD TOURS | JASPER, AB
Peak Nic: After a 3.8-kilometre intermediate hike to a panoramic viewpoint, experience 
a hands-on backcountry cooking lesson using efficient and environment-friendly 
methods. Then enjoy a gourmet meal overlooking the Athabasca Valley. Tour lasts three 
hours, with departures at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. from May to late September.

https://decorehotels.com
https://www.jasperinn.com
https://jasperfoodtours.com
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PARKS CANADA JASPER LAKE PARKING LOT | JASPER, AB
Jasper Indigenous Exhibit: The exhibit at Athabasca Park will include landscaping, 
walkways, furniture, lighting, artwork and a bronze sculpture. The focus of the exhibit 
content includes creating a space for Indigenous Partners to communicate their connection 
to the area with park visitors. The exhibit will also recognize the forced removal and 
exclusion of Indigenous Peoples from the land that became Jasper National Park. The 
exhibit is expected to open in the fall of 2022.

Whistlers Campground: The newly modernized Whistlers Campground opened in 
summer 2021, and it is North America’s largest single-entry campground and the largest 
campground in the Parks Canada system. Improvements include a new registration centre; 
18 new combined washroom and shower facilities; improved campsites; wider, two-way 
roads; new water, sewer and electrical systems and more.

Upon arrival, meet our friendly Parks Canada team at Whistlers Campground Registration 
Building. Here we acknowledge Indigenous ties to the land and welcome you in six 
Indigenous languages spoken among more than 20 different communities from Alberta 
and British Columbia. While in Jasper National Park, you are further welcomed as a guest 
in the home of wildlife. In 18 Whistlers buildings, new exhibits engage you in the behaviour 
of wild animals often seen at this campground. You and wild animals can coexist safely, 
please Keep the Wild in Wildlife for future generations.

Visitors are encouraged to BYOB (Bring Your Own Bike or rent one) and leave their 
vehicles behind. From Whistlers and Wapiti Campgrounds, a family-friendly connector 
trail is just a short 20-minute bike ride to the townsite and also connects to popular day-
use areas such as Lake Edith and Lake Annette and Maligne Canyon. 

In summer 2022, an exciting offering will be piloted at Whistlers Campground … a food 
truck! The Bear’s Paw Espresso will be serving up delicious treats and coffee to campers 
throughout the day.

Parking Lot Expansions at Popular Day-Use Areas: To accommodate the high 
visitation to some of Jasper National Park’s most popular day-use areas, several parking 
lots have been expanded in the last three years.

Jasper Lake: A new parking lot with 75 parking spots has been added to Jasper Lake 
alongside Highway 16. Jasper Lake hosts the only sand dune ecosystem in the mountain 
national parks.

Edith Cavell: Now has 124 parking spots.

Valley of the Five Lakes: Now has 110 parking spots. 

VIEW WEBSITE

MIETTE HOT SPRINGS | JASPER, AB
What to know about visiting Miette Hot Springs in 2021? Parks Canada anticipates 
reopening Miette Hot Springs in spring 2021 with COVID-19 protocols – including 
capacity limits-in place. Information and details will be available at www.hotsprings.ca 
once finalized. 

https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/pn-np/ab/jasper
https://www.hotsprings.ca
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WHISTLERS CAMPGROUND | JASPER, AB
Elsewhere in the park, work continues on the iconic Whistlers Campground in Jasper 
National Park. When it opens in 2021, it will be North America’s largest single-entry 
campground and the largest campground in the Parks Canada system. Improvements 
include: new registration centre, 18 new combined washroom and shower facilities, 
improved campsites, wider, two-way roads, new water, sewer and electrical systems 
and more.

VIEW WEBSITE
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FAIRMONT JASPER PARK LODGE | JASPER, AB
Leads the Way in Environmental Stewardship: Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge 
continues its long-term commitment of environmental leadership in Jasper National 
Park with a line-up of key initiatives focused on sustainable practices. These programs 
and activities have set the stage for this 700-acre resort nestled in the heart of a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site to improve its environmental performance, enhance the guest 
experience, create a sense of community, form mutually beneficial partnerships, reduce 
plastic consumption and more.

WILD CURRENT OUTFITTERS | JASPER, AB
This experience is a perfect way for couples, friends and families to enjoy one of the 
following winter activities: ice walking, skating, snowshoeing or cross-country skiing. 
All equipment is included, with fire, food and hot drinks to keep you warm. Full-day and 
half-day trips available.

HI JASPER | JASPER, AB
Jasper’s newest year-round accommodation is a short walk from downtown and designed 
for today’s backpackers. The hostel offers shared rooms for four, private queen ensuites 
and family room plus spacious common areas, including a large kitchen, outdoor BBQ, 
fireplace lounge, games room and more.

https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/pn-np/ab/jasper/activ/passez-stay/camping/whistlers
https://www.fairmont.com/jasper/
https://www.wildcurrentoutfitters.ca
https://hihostels.ca/en/destinations/alberta/hi-jasper
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JASPER EVENT MANAGEMENT | JASPER, AB
Jasper’s newest group dining experience is perfect for tour operators looking to enhance 
their guests’ culinary experience. This quintessential Canadian experience can be 
customized for any size of group as a buffet, plated dinner or reception. Optional add-ons: 
décor, entertainment, a campfire singalong and guest take-away.

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

JASPER HIKES & TOURS | JASPER, AB
New Local Tour Company: Learn about local geology, history, ecology and much more 
with Jasper’s newest authentically local tour company. Escape crowds year-round through 
interpretive hiking and sightseeing tours. They also provide private to semi-private rock-
climbing excursions from May to October.

JOURNEY BIKE GUIDES | JASPER, AB
Beginner mountain bikers embark on three-hour guided group tours along the 
Athabasca River, complete with local knowledge and riding tips from a local expert. 
Tours run daily from May to late October and include bike rental, helmet, water and a 
snack. In addition to the tour, bike rentals are available. Delivery options include front-
country campgrounds and accommodation. 

WARRIOR WOMEN | JASPER, AB
Fireside Chat: Hear Indigenous stories of the land, feel the heartbeat of a drum and 
speak with a local Indigenous Knowledge Keeper at this unique and personal experience. 
Held weekly around a fire, it includes musical performances and interactive storytelling 
for any sized group.

Wapakwanis Plant Walk: An interactive plant medicine experience that involves 
looking at and learning about the flora in Jasper National Park through the eyes of an 
Indigenous Knowledge Keeper. Includes an hour of plant exploration and an hour of 
hands-on development of a medicinal product. Runs every Tuesday.

https://jasperevents.ca/
https://jasperhikesandtours.ca
https://journeybikeguides.com
https://warriorwomen.ca
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JASPER YELLOWHEAD MUSEUM & ARCHIVES | JASPER, AB
Our Jasper Stories: Learn all about Jasper’s history, which includes exhibits on 
the fur trade, the railway, early exploration and tourism in Jasper National Park. 
Featured artifacts include Curly Phillips’ canoe, the ice axe from Mt. Alberta and David 
Thompson’s musket balls. Upcoming temporary exhibitions include Rocky Mountain 
Wild; Vanishing Glaciers; Rocks Stars! An Art Exhibition Through Time and Space; and 
the Annual Festival of Trees.

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

SUNDOG TOURS | JASPER, AB
Open Air Sightseeing Bus: This 12-passenger Open Air sightseeing bus is perfect 
for sightseeing, weddings, corporate and special events and VIP services. Experience 
nostalgia, elegance and adventure in SunDog Tour Co’s completely refurbished, classic 
1939, retractable-roof Jammer sightseeing bus.

Gourmet Lunch: Let a guide find the perfect secluded picnic spot to enjoy a delicious 
charcuterie board with crisp baguettes, your choice of hearty sandwiches/wraps and an 
assortment of fresh fruit, salads and sweets. Canadian wine pairing included.

HIGH SIGHTS GUIDING | JASPER, AB
Skyline Trail: Lodge based backcountry trip on the Skyline Trail starting at Maligne 
Lake and finishing at Maligne Canyon – 44 kilometres over three days. Staying at the 
lodge allows us to travel light, travel farther, eat and sleep well. We will spend day 2 
exploring one the most spectacular sections of trail in the Canadian Rockies. An alpine 
wonderland. August 5th-7th 2021. Limited space available.

Tonquin Valley: Lodge-based backcountry trip in the Tonquin Valley starting at the 
Astoria River and finishing at Portal Creek – 44 kilometres over three days. Staying at the 
lodge allows us to travel light, travel farther, eat and sleep well. Our base at the foot of 
the Ramparts and on the shore of Amethyst Lake is an incredible location frequented by 
grizzly bears and the elusive woodland caribou. A spectacular destination, an unforgettable 
trip. August 12th-14th 2021. Limited space. 

VIEW WEBSITE

PURSUIT – PYRAMID LAKE RESORT’S THE PINE RESTAURANT | 
JASPER, AB
Pyramid Lake Resort’s The Pine Restaurant: New Menus & New Stargazers Lakeside 
Dinner with the Jasper Planetarium Iconic Lakeside Dining Reimagined. Discover the 
Pines’ delicious chef-driven transformation, boldly showcasing Canadian-centric cuisine.

Join the Pines for a spectacular Dark Sky and Dinner combination. Delight in a three-
course choice menu at the Pines Restaurant, overlooking the frozen shore of Pyramid 
Lake. Afterwards, you will head outside to some of the Canadian Rockies’ biggest 
telescopes under beautifully dark skies. Jasper Planetarium’s astronomical guides will 
provide you with the opportunity to stargaze within the second-largest Dark-Sky Preserve 
in the world.

http://www.jaspermuseum.org
https://www.sundogtours.com/package/private-charter-jasper/
https://www.highsightsguiding.com
https://www.banffjaspercollection.com/dining/the-pines/
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PURSUIT – PARTNERSHIPS WITH EAU CLAIRE & WILD LIFE DISTILLERIES | 
JASPER, AB
Pursuit’s Partnership with Eau Claire and Wild Life Distilleries: Everything 
You Need to Make the Perfect Cocktail. Pursuit will launch cocktail kits at the Pines 
at Pyramid Lake Resort and Authentic at the Crimson hotel. Each box has a cocktail card 
and steps on how to make two cocktails for each pack, glassware, garnishes, liquor and 
mixers. Choose from two options: Wild and Free and/or Eau Claire Mountainside.

VIA RAIL | JASPER, AB
VIA Rail Canada continues to operate our Canadian train service between Vancouver 
and Jasper and Toronto to Jasper should recommence Summer 2021. The Canadian 
is a true Cruise on Rails experience and can bring clients to Jasper on a year-round 
basis. VIA’s Skeena train also brings clients from Prince Rupert, B.C., into Jasper three 
times per week, a great way to connect clients from the ocean to the incredible Rocky 
Mountains of Alberta. 

VIA Rail is operating all train services in 2022. Hop on board and enjoy Canada’s 
Best Window!

JASPER PLANETARIUM | JASPER, AB
The Jasper Planetarium: Our Most Powerful Telescope Ever. Our newest 
touchless Telescope Experience includes views from our most powerful telescope yet! 
We’ve increased the distance guests can see from 70 million light years to 12.05 billion light 
years, making this not only the most powerful telescope in the Rockies, but also one of the 
most powerful visible-light telescopes in Alberta. We’ve also launched a new Planetarium 
theatre experience that takes full advantage of a recent $20,000 software upgrade.

VIEW WEBSITE

ROCKY MOUNTAIN CANYONING | JASPER, AB
New private programs. Rocky Mountain Canyoning takes visitors on a thrilling adventure 
deep down into Jasper’s water-filled gorges and valleys. Geared up in wetsuits and 
attached to safety ropes, you’ll descend down waterfalls, float along streams and follow the 
steep curves of ancient rock canyons. Includes equipment, transportation from town and a 
one-of-a-kind guided tour of Jasper’s most spectacular landscapes.

https://www.banffjaspercollection.com/hotels/the-crimson/dining/
https://www.viarail.ca/en
https://jasperplanetarium.com
http://www.canyoning.ca
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JASPER RAFTING ADVENTURES | JASPER, AB
Allows visitors to book one of three Jasper rafting adventures and SkyTram experience 
in one convenient package. Choice of rafting experiences include Athabasca Mile 5 – Raft 
down what David Thompson and countless fur traders canoed up. This is an introductory 
Class II rapids experience with fun splashes for approximately for one hour. Great for 
families. Athabasca Falls – Set out for a White Water rafting adventure on the Athabasca 
River, beginning at the base of the thundering Athabasca Falls. This is a Class II rapid 
experience with breathtaking views of 1.25 hours. Sunwapta River – Grand Adventure 
tackling powerful Class III rapids. Opportunity to challenge yourself while being rewarded 
with grand views – 1.25-hour experience.

The Jasper SkyTram is an aerial tramway on the mountain called the Whistlers near 
Jasper. It is the highest and longest guided aerial tramway in Canada. It goes to a height 
of 2,263 metres above sea level with a travel time of seven-and-a-half minutes.

PURSUIT COLLECTION | JASPER, AB
New Forest Park Hotel in Jasper National Park: Connected to the former 
Sawridge Inn & Conference Centre, the two hotels will become one, creating a year-
round, resort-style getaway. The new addition’s 88 rooms will include kitchenettes, 
expanded patios that seamlessly bring the outdoors in and a vaulted pavilion, complete 
with a show-stopping fireplace that enhances the cozy ambiance of the mountain hotel 
experience. Opening June 2022. 

JASPER STAR TRAILS | JASPER, AB
Astronomy Tours: We are dedicated astronomers with over 10 years of combined 
guided and technical experience. Our telescope tours include venturing beyond the 
borders of the townsite of Jasper. We travel into the wilderness of the national park and 
enjoy an evening of interpretive guiding as we explore Jasper’s night sky, which is the 
largest accessible Dark-Sky Preserve on Planet Earth.

VIEW WEBSITE

WILDLAND PHOTO TOURS | JASPER, AB
Photography Tours and Group Workshops: We are passionate about our backyard 
and strive to share this fragile place safely and sustainably. We aim to not only capture, 
but to connect with, the Canadian Rockies, to foster appreciation and to feel inspired 
and, of course, to improve your photography. Let’s chase light, get creative and capture 
all that is Jasper National Park!

https://jasperraftingadventures.com/packages
https://www.banffjaspercollection.com/hotels/forest-park-hotel/
https://www.jasperstartrails.com/
https://www.wildlandphototours.com
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JASPER RAFT TOURS | JASPER, AB
50th Anniversary Celebration: Thank you for inspiring us all these years by sharing in 
our love of easy rafting, wilderness and friendship on the Athabasca River. To celebrate, we 
are launching two new rafts. Sit back and relax as we do all the rowing. Our trips are gentle, 
safe and scenic. Suitable for ages 3 to 103+ years. We would like to thank our tour bus and 
FIT operators for the past 50 years of support. See you on the river!

PURSUIT – MIETTE MOUNTAIN CABINS | JASPER, AB
To ensure we are respecting the historical and cultural significance of these lands, we have 
collaborated with Indigenous communities for this renaming. The recent renovations 
include 10 reimagined Pioneer Cabins designed with contemporary yet casual mountain 
décor along with a redesigned main lodge lounge. The refresh will also include additional 
guest room upgrades, anticipated to be completed this May.

VIEW WEBSITE

PURSUIT – TERRA | JASPER, AB
The inspired menu is filled with fresh foods inspired by Alpine cooking and cooking over 
fire. We specialize in cocktails that are inspired by local surroundings and infused with 
local ingredients. The space is all about gathering, and dishes are intended to be shared 
in naturally designed space and a modern atmosphere. Launching June 1, 2022. 

VIEW WEBSITE

PURSUIT – THE PINES RESTAURANT | JASPER, AB
Stargazers Lakeside Dinner: Join the Pines for a spectacular Dark Sky and Dinner 
combination that reimagines iconic lakeside dining. Delight in a three-course chef-driven 
menu that boldly showcases Canadian-centric cuisine while overlooking the frozen shore 
of Pyramid Lake. Afterwards, head outside with the Jasper Planetarium’s astronomical 
guides to view the second-largest Dark-Sky Preserve in the world through telescopes. 
Winter Experience; Fri & Sat evenings.

https://www.jasperrafttours.com
https://www.banffjaspercollection.com/hotels/miette-mountain-cabins/
https://www.banffjaspercollection.com/hotels/the-crimson/dining/
https://www.banffjaspercollection.com/dining/the-pines/
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REMOTE HELICOPTERS | JASPER, AB
See Jasper National Park like never before! Remote Helicopters offers three scenic 
helicopter tours in the Hinton/Jasper area: Folding Mountain Tour (20 minutes), 
Fiddle and Miette Mountain Ranges Tour (30 minutes) and Valley of the Five Lakes and 
Pyramid Mountain Tour (60 minutes).

BEAR HILL LODGE | JASPER, AB
Bear Hill Lodge is excited to share new additions and upgrades. Available this spring 
2022, two Premium Cottages suitable for two guests feature a queen bed, gas fireplace, 
seating area and kitchenette. In addition, two newly renovated Deluxe Lodge Rooms 
featuring stone-fronted fireplace, air-conditioning, lavish en suite with a whirlpool bath, 
kitchenette and large shared balcony outside its doors.

VIEW WEBSITE

MOUNT ROBSON INN | JASPER, AB
Mount Robson Inn has extensive renovations planned for 2022: 29 of our standard 
two-queen rooms will be renovated, expected to be finished in May. The breakfast buffet 
has also re-opened, and we have been receiving rave reviews from our guests. We also no 
longer require advanced bookings for our outdoor hot tubs, so guests can enjoy a soak in 
the crisp mountain air at their leisure.

VIEW WEBSITE

JASPER BREWING CO. | JASPER, AB
In celebration of Jasper Pride, Jasper Brewing Co. is back with another community beer. 
This year’s brew is a clean, crisp Kolsch with a festive addition of glitter. $1 from each 
pint goes to support Jasper Pride. 

https://www.remotehelicopters.com/tours/jasper-hinton/
https://www.bearhilllodge.com
https://mountrobsoninn.com
https://jasperbrewingco.ca
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POMEROY KANANASKIS MOUNTAIN LODGE & NORDIC SPA | 
KANANASKIS, AB
Rediscover the Canadian Rockies: Located one hour west of Calgary, the Pomeroy 
Kananaskis Mountain Lodge, Autograph Collection is a AAA Four Diamond rated resort 
providing an authentic and comfortable mountain experience, nestled quietly amidst 
captivating wilderness and breathtaking views.

Designed for kids and kids at heart, our indoor water park offers mountains of fun. 
Climb up our indoor mountain and slide down one of three water slides, play around with 
the interactive water table or enjoy our zero-entry pools for our young guests.

Hot. Warm. Cold. Rest. Repeat. Discover a unique spa experience that can only be found 
at the Kananaskis Nordic Spa. As the only Nordic Spa in Alberta, the spa features outdoor 
pools, saunas and steam rooms – all aimed to give you the benefits of hydrotherapy. 

However you choose to spend the day, don’t forget to join the Fireside Moments, 
an authentic Canadian hosted evening to connect with the great outdoors and enjoy 
campfire snacks and live entertainment.

STONEY NAKODA RESORT & CASINO | KANANASKIS, AB
Stoney Nakoda Resort & Casino is the Basecamp of the Rockies, located only 35 minutes 
west of Calgary in beautiful Kananaskis Country! Surrounded by stunning views, our 
mountain resort playground offers countless amenities, including 110 beautifully appointed 
rooms and suites, a state-of-the-art casino, an exhilarating pool, hot tub and waterslide, 
family-friendly dining, sports lounge and exciting adventures throughout the year.

Rooms are equipped with their own dedicated  Wi-Fi, security safe and a minimum 43″ 
HD TV. Situated at the junction of Highway 1 (Trans-Canada) and Highway 40, giving 
guests easy access to Kananaskis and Canmore/Banff. The Bearspaw Travel Centre is 
located on-site, featuring an Esso gar bar, Tim Hortons and a convenience store. During 
the summer months, Alpine Helicopters and Canadian Rockies Rafting also run on-site 
operations. All hotel rooms are now non-smoking.

MAHIKAN TRAILS | CANMORE, BANFF AND SUNDRE, AB
What is new? Mahikan Trails is still offering our amazing Medicine Walks in Banff, 
Canmore and Kananaskis, but we have moved our main office! We are just north of 
Sundre on 161 acres, where we are offering incredible medicine walks combined with 
some hands-on experiences! We can walk, harvest and make medicine over half-, full- 
and multi-day experiences!

https://lodgeatkananaskis.com
https://www.stoneynakodaresort.com
https://mahikan.ca
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TOURISM CANMORE KANANASKIS | CANMORE, AB
Canmore is a charming mountain town. Kananaskis is the more than 4,000 square 
kilometres of wildlands surrounding it. On the other side there is Banff National Park with 
over 6,000 square kilometres of protected land. Combined, visitors have access to 10,000+ 
square kilometres of wild spaces to explore, play and wander. Together, the Canmore 
Kananaskis area is picture-perfect and primed for any manner of adventure, in any season, 
any day of the year.

By 2029, Canmore Kananaskis will be seen as a leader in sustainable tourism development. 
All stakeholders will be enjoying a destination that has truly embraced a triple bottom line 
approach, including high quality of life for residents, strong income for businesses and a 
commitment to environmental sustainability.

The majority of Tourism Canmore Kananaskis’ members are family-owned and -operated 
businesses. The owners and employees of local businesses are members of the community. 
They are the same people who you run into at the grocery stores and in the parks. When 
you support these local businesses, you are directly supporting the community members. 
Tourism Canmore Kananaskis has 15+ new members for 2021.

To keep our community and visitors safe while supporting our businesses through 
the COVID-19 pandemic, Canmore’s Main Street will be a pedestrian-only shopping 
experience from May to September of 2021. This makes physical distancing easy and 
allows businesses to remain open with additional space.

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE

CANMORE GOLF & CURLING CLUB | CANMORE, AB
Curl Like a Canadian: New experience provider in Canmore. Curling is a popular 
Canadian sport, and the Canmore Golf & Curling Club offers a can’t-miss experience 
to get guests in the game. The Curl Like a Canadian experience is a fun introduction to 
the sport, and seasoned curlers will teach guests how to slide, sweep and throw a rock. 
All equipment is provided, and the experience is available Monday through Friday from 
October to March. Ideal for groups of eight to 32, all fitness levels and ages welcome.

CANADIAN ROCKIES EXPERIENCE | CANMORE, AB
New Canmore experience provider. Whisked away from your Canmore or Banff 
accommodations in a luxury SUV, you begin your unforgettable Canadian Rockies 
Experience. Private sightseeing, guided hiking, snowshoeing and ice walk tours are 
delivered with a hint of luxury by guides who call the mountains home. Tours operate 
during summer and winter in Canmore, Kananaskis and Banff and Jasper national 
parks. Tours include transportation, guide, headlamps and traction aids if required, hot 
beverages and desserts. 

https://www.explorecanmore.ca
https://canmoregolf.net
https://canadianrockiesexperience.com
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CANADIAN WILDERNESS SCHOOL AND EXPEDITIONS | CANMORE, AB
Canadian Wilderness School and Expeditions Winter Canyoning: New winter 
canyoning experiences. Canadian Wilderness School and Expeditions offers one-of-a-
kind adventure in the Canadian Rocky Mountains. Escape the crowds for a four-hour 
winter canyoning program and experience a hidden-gem adventure. Experienced guides 
will help guests explore frozen waterfalls, pools and canyons, and equipment and a snack 
are provided. Full-day Jeep tours offer another exciting way to explore the Rockies. The 
tour operates in summer and winter and includes short hikes, wildlife viewing and a 
delicious lunch. Guide, ice cleats, all technical rope equipment, hot chocolate and cookies 
are included.

VIEW WEBSITE

VIEW WEBSITE
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YAMNUSKA MOUNTAIN ADVENTURES | CANMORE, AB
New beginner rock and experiential ice climbing programs. This fun and relaxed day 
on the rock or ice climbing is designed for beginners and those who have never climbed 
before. Guests learn basic safety and top rope techniques for climbing outdoors in addition 
to being coached on basic rock and ice climbing movement skills. They welcome beginners, 
locals, families, individuals and groups. 

Yamnuska Mountain Adventures is a premier provider of mountaineering, ice climbing, 
rock climbing, backcountry skiing, avalanche training and trekking experience in the 
Canadian Rockies. They have hosted clients for more than 40 years and are regarded 
as one of the world’s best mountaineering schools and mountain guiding companies, 
offering trips, programs and courses from beginner to expert level. 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN PHOTO ADVENTURES | CANMORE, AB
A new Rocky Mountain Photo Adventure combines breathtaking scenery and a 
mouthwatering meal on the new Frame and Feast experience. In partnership with the 
Sensory Restaurant in Canmore, the Frame and Feast exposes guests to beginner and 
advanced photography techniques using Banff National Park’s stunning scenery as the 
subject, teaches them about local plants that grow in the rugged climate and spoils them 
with a mouthwatering lunch. Transportation provided.

CANMORE TRAILS AND TALES | CANMORE, AB
New programs by Trails and Tales takes clients on family-friendly tours that highlight 
Canmore’s picturesque scenery with three unique options: Historical Walks, a leisurely 
and immersive way to learn about the wild west and local stories; new Wilderness Walks, 
which share survival tips, basic bush craft and fun facts; or private tours. Historical and 
wilderness walks are available in summer and winter. New programs during the winter 
months and Nature by Nightfall program. 

https://www.cwexpeditions.net
https://yamnuska.com
https://www.rmphotoadventures.com
https://www.canmoretrailsandtales.com
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KANANASKIS OUTFITTERS | KANANASKIS, AB
Paddle the Bow: Explore the Bow River just like the early explorers and fur traders 
did. Certified guides will take you on a rare river adventure where you will experience a 
short portage, learn some strokes and enjoy a casual paddle down the Bow River. Wildlife 
abounds in this area, so you might catch a glimpse of beavers, elk, bears and moose, 
surrounded by stunning mountain views. A truly Canadian experience!

Blackshale Suspension Bridge Sightseeing Tour: Soak in the breathtaking views 
of Kananaskis’ mountains and turquoise lakes on this tour. A knowledgeable guide will 
lead you on a 6-kilometre hike, highlighting the remarkable wildlife in the area and their 
habitat. The first stop is at the Blackshale Suspension Bridge, where you can venture out on 
the bridge and capture amazing photos and memories high above the canyon. The final 
stop is at Upper or Lower Kananaskis Lake, where you can lounge in the sun and enjoy a 
delicious charcuterie lunch.

VIEW WEBSITE

BOUNDARY RANCH & SNOWY OWL SLED DOG TOURS | KANANASKIS, AB
Adventure Dog Carting Tour: Boundary Ranch has partnered with Snowy Owl Sled 
Dog Tours to bring a new and unique summer tour experience to Alberta. Experience the 
adventure of a pack of husky hero sled dogs leading you through the forests in summer, 
surrounded by the stunning mountain scenery in Kananaskis. The non-motorized, 
custom-built carts provide a similar experience to winter dog sledding. Boundary Ranch 
is one of the only places in Western Canada where you can experience this unique 
summer dryland tour!

https://kananaskisoutfitters.com/tours/
https://boundaryranch.com/adventure-dog-carting-tour/
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MÉTIS CROSSING | SMOKY LAKE, AB
Tales from the Trapline: Tales from the Trapline is a small group four-hour 
immersive Indigenous experience that explores Métis traditional winter activities and 
skills on a historic Métis River Lot farm. 

Strap on a set of snowshoes, set a snare, build a survival shelter and learn a traditional 
art as you create your own unique and beautiful keepsake.

This signature experience includes:
 A Traditional teachings from Métis interpretive guides

 A All supplies to create your own traditional keepsake

 A Snowshoe rental

Vision, Hopes and Dreams Wildlife Park: The Visions, Hopes and Dreams at Métis 
Crossing Wildlife Park welcomed the return of woods bison, plains bison, white bison, 
elk, white elk and percheron horses to the traditional Métis Lands at Métis Crossing. The 
Bison, or “Bufloo” in Michif, the language of the Métis, last roamed these hills in and 
around 1865. The return of these animals to traditional lands is symbolic of the connection 
between Indigenous Peoples and the land on which their ancestors once hunted and lived. 
Visitors to Métis Crossing now have the opportunity to experience the majesty of these 
animals through interpretive programming and tours.

ELEVATION SLED DOGS | COUNTY OF GRAND PRAIRIE, AB
Evergreen Expedition: A daytime run through the fun trails with your revved-
up team of Alaskan Huskies. This tour will last 60 to 90 minutes depending on trail 
conditions. Your guide will teach you how to harness and hook up your dogs. 

Your guide will be with you to ensure safety and to answer all your questions throughout 
your tour. There will be a 15- to 20- minute break at the halfway point to enjoy the dogs 
and to have a hot chocolate in the wilderness. The Evergreen Expedition departs at 1 p.m. 
and 3 p.m.

The Night Runner: The Night Runner is very similar to the Evergreen Expedition, but 
with the added element of DARKNESS! Real dog mushers must face the trail in the dark 
with just a headlight on to light the way. 

Running dogs in the dark is a real adrenaline rush and the musher is even more 
dependent on the lead dogs to know the way. A warm fire with hot chocolate at the 
halfway point will warm you up for the ride home. Headlights will be provided. The 
Night Runner departs at 5:30 p.m.

https://metiscrossing.com/signature-experiences/
https://elevationsleddogs.ca/sled-dog-tours
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CHRISTY CREEK HONEY | LAC LA BICHE, AB
Christy Creek Honey is a family-owned and -operated apiary and beekeeping experience 
in Lac La Biche County’s beautiful countryside. It offers hive tours for individuals, 
families or small groups in late spring and summer. Guests can look inside working 
hives to see the bees in action while learning about the insects’ complex behaviour and 
importance to the natural world. Tour participants wear real beekeeping suits that 
are great for both safety and selfies. Signature Honey and Stir Stick Lollipops, as well 
as other bee-themed items and locally crafted goods, are available for purchase in the 
unique log home gift shop.

PHILIP J. CURRIE DINOSAUR MUSEUM | NEAR GRANDE PRAIRIE, AB
Dino Fossil Finder: A river-based, palaeontological hands-on experience where guests 
are side-by-side with paleontologists! We will access a bone bed along the Wapiti River 
on a 12-person raft piloted by a certified raft guide. Also on board will be one of our 
Education Specialists, talking about the ancient riverbed that you are travelling down. At 
the bone-bed site, you will meet paleontologists and participate in the excavation. This 
three-hour experience includes travel to and from the Dinosaur Museum, the raft trip 
and all required equipment. 

Ancient River Explorer: Ideal for families with curious older children, this river-
based journey gives kids a hands-on experience learning about paleontology, rivers 
and natural processes. You’ll travel down the Wapiti River on a 12-person raft piloted 
by a certified raft guide. Education Specialists will explain the role a river plays in the 
ecology of the area, as well as what paleontologists look for when they are fossil-hunting. 
Stopping at a likely site, guests will look for fossils and interesting artifacts. This three-
hour experience includes travel to and from the Dinosaur Museum, the raft trip and all 
required equipment. 

VIEW WEBSITE

PRAIRIE GARDENS | BON ACCORD, AB
Prairie Tree to Table Experience: This alfresco dining and woodworking experience 
is a destination adventure, our longest full-day program. Gather around an open fire, 
sip on tea with freshly foraged ingredients and reconnect to the land as you create your 
own charcuterie board to take home. Enjoy a Fire Roaster’s Wood Fired Lunch, and then 
learn how to use your board through an Art of Charcuterie presentation.

https://www.christycreekhoney.ca
https://dinomuseum.ca/
https://prairiegardens.org/programs/experiences/
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PAINTED WARRIORS | MOUNTAIN VIEW, AB
MISHTADIM – Stories of the Horses: Discover the world of horses from an 
Indigenous perspective – this interactive experience will take you down a pathway 
of connection and understanding. Learn the important role of the horse, its subtle 
language and how it was a natural progression for horses to become a part of the everyday 
life of the Indigenous horse cultures. 

At Painted Warriors Ranch, owners Tim and Tracey will help you gain a new perspective 
and appreciation for this beautiful and intelligent animal.

Asiginamaw: Stories of Traditional Gathering: Asiginamaw – it means he/she 
gathers food. Come explore our world at the ranch, hearing stories of our Indigenous 
hunting and gathering traditions and learning skills used to find our way in the forest, 
gather food, track animals and source natural medicines during the summer months. As 
you enjoy the tranquil quiet of Painted Warriors’ forested trails, learn basic Indigenous 
techniques for living off the land before returning to camp to sample traditional foods 
around the fire. It’s a day out on the land that won’t be forgotten.

Noojitoon: Hunting Stories With the Bow and Arrow: Immerse yourself in the 
heritage and culture of Indigenous Peoples, learning about traditional hunting and 
gathering practices and the importance of being a skilled archer in living off the land. 
Learn the proper technique and form for shooting a bow and arrow, with an opportunity 
for supervised practice with archery champions, and Painted Warriors Ranch owners, 
Tim and Tracey. You will leave with a new perspective and appreciation for how difficult 
it was to hunt and the gift that each animal represented.

Bimaagimose – Stories in the Snow: Bimaagimose, meaning he/she snowshoes. Come 
explore our winter world at the ranch by snowshoe, hearing stories of our Indigenous winter 
traditions and learning skills used to find food and medicine at this time of year. As you 
enjoy the tranquil quiet of Painted Warriors’ forested trails, learn basic natural navigation 
techniques, winter medicine, animal track identification and fire lighting before returning to 
cozy up around the fire. It’s a day out on the land that won’t be forgotten.

TROUBLED MONK | RED DEER, AB
Troubled Monk is a family-owned craft brewery located in Red Deer, in the heart of 
central Alberta. We specialize in award-winning beer, as well as unique and flavourful 
craft sodas and spirits. We invite you to join us in our rustic taproom, where our team 
of taproom experts will help you find the perfect beverage! Join us on a tour and guided 
tasting to learn how we use world-class Alberta malted barley to craft our beverages from 
farm to glass.

Tours and tastings are available for groups, minimum group size is four and maximum 
group size is 15. Troubled Monk accepts reservations, and private rentals are available. 
Merchandise and snacks available for purchase on-site. Located one-and-a-half hours 
from both Calgary and Edmonton on Highway 2.

https://www.paintedwarriors.ca/
https://troubledmonk.com/
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NORDEGG ADVENTURES | NORDEGG, AB
Abraham Lake Ice Walk: Head out for an ice walk on Abraham Lake in search of the 
methane bubbles that have made the area famous. Your guide will take you to one of the 
best spots on the lake for ice bubbles and quirky ice formations. Ice cleats, headlamp, a 
professional guide and our own made-from-scratch hot chocolate and marshmallows are 
all included. Offered from mid-November to mid-March. This is a half-day experience. 

Icefalls Winter Hike: Head out for a snowshoe or winter hike through the lodgepole 
pine forest as we make our way to a viewpoint overlooking the Cline River Canyon. We’ll 
then make our way down into the canyon, walking along a frozen creek to the gallery, a 
section of a canyon surrounded by icefalls and popular with ice climbers. Perfect for those 
looking to slow down and take in the beauty of the region. This is a half-day hike. Offered 
from mid-November to mid-March. Looking for a full-day adventure that includes the ice 
bubbles? The Icefalls + Ice Bubbles tour includes this tour along with an Abraham Lake Ice 
Walk and lunch.

Abraham Lake Ice Bubbles and Starry Skies: See the ice bubbles in a different way 
on an ice walk under the stars. Head out with your guide after the sun sets for the day. The 
light of your headlamp creates a magical world as it shines through the clear ice to make 
the bubbles sparkle as the moon and stars light the sky. Ice cleats, headlamp, a professional 
guide and our own made-from-scratch hot chocolate and marshmallows are included. 
Offered from January to mid-March.

EDMONTON INTERNATIONAL RACEWAY | WETASKIWIN, AB
Learn to Drive a Racecar at Edmonton International Raceway in Wetaskiwin. Get 
behind the wheel of a real racecar for 15 laps of pure adrenaline, just like a real NASCAR 
driver! Begin with a guided track walk with the instructor, and then get suited up in an 
authentic driver suit and helmet. After getting strapped into your racecar, you will follow 
the instructor in the pace car for five warm-up laps and 10 fast laps. The instructor will go 
as fast as they feel the participant can safely handle the car. Each participant receives two 
complimentary adult tickets to that night’s race event, as well as a souvenir photo.

https://nordeggadventures.ca/tours/winter/abraham-lake-evening-ice-walk/
https://www.edmontonraceway.com/
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UPLIFT ADVENTURES | SOUTHERN, AB
Uplift Adventures is an outdoor guiding company offering tours year-round in Waterton 
Lakes National Park, the Castle Parks and Crowsnest Pass area. New tours include: 
Miner’s Path Hike & Brunch (Snowshoe), starting with a gourmet brunch before 
exploring a unique and historical part of Crowsnest Pass; Lille Historical Tour, which 
includes a visit to a famous ghost town and a chance to create your own art piece; and 
Private Hike/Snowshoe experiences that allow guests to choose their own adventures 
and can include a bagged lunch.

THANKSGIVING RANCH | PINCHER CREEK, AB
Thanksgiving Ranch Horseback Riding – stay at the ranch or simply enjoy the horseback 
riding experience on its own. With over 3,000 acres, Thanksgiving Ranch is the ideal 
destination for horse lovers to explore the beautiful nature that surrounds us. Indulge your 
senses as you travel through rolling Alberta foothills on horseback. Once on the trail, you 
can expect spectacular vistas of the Canadian Rocky Mountains and sprawling mountain 
meadows covered with wildflowers and rich with wildlife-spotting opportunities. Choose 
between a two-hour or four-hour ride – we tailor the horseback experience to your comfort 
and riding level. Stay for one, two or more nights at the ranch. We may include a ride 
through our cattle herd to make your stay that much more memorable. 

BAYSHORE INN & SPA | WATERTON LAKES, AB
Recent renovations include new furniture, new beds, bedding and curtains, 55″ TVs, 
new art, lighting and wall coverings. All major systems were updated, including new 
roofs, a new on-demand hot water system and upgraded internet. The restaurants at the 
Bayshore have all been renovated as well.

SEE WHAT’S NEW 
FOR SOUTHERN 
ALBERTA

https://upliftadventures.ca
https://www.thanksgivingranch.ca
https://www.bayshoreinn.com
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CHARMED FAMILY RESORTS | CROWSNEST PASS, AB
One of the most unique new cottage resorts in Alberta, Charmed Family Resorts offers a 
selection of whimsical camping cottages in the Crowsnest Pass. Each cottage at the resort 
has its own theme. There’s a cottage inspired by Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream, a Rapunzel cottage and two Elven cottages. Each cottage sleeps four to six 
people and includes amenities like power, heat, a mini-fridge, fire pit and barbecue. 
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THE FORT MUSEUM OF THE NORTH WEST MOUNTED POLICE AND 
FIRST NATIONS INTERPRETIVE CENTRE | FORT MACLEOD, AB
The Fort Museum continues to offer the world-famous NWMP Musical Ride with a new 
physically distant routine that includes lance demonstrations and maneuvers such as 
the Wagon Wheel. While visiting the Museum, visitors can now access online content, 
including a self-guided tour, and explore the history of the area using the On This Spot 
App. Visit the Museum to experience the unique NWMP and First Nations history of 
southern Alberta!
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BAR U RANCH | LONGVIEW, AB
Stoney Nakoda Tipi: There is a historic relationship between foothills ranches and 
the Bearspaw Nation of the Stoney Nakoda, as well as other Indigenous groups. It is 
well known that a diverse workforce, especially Indigenous Peoples, played a significant 
role in the history of the ranch. Given this, one of the foremost highlights of 2020 was 
having members of the Bearspaw Stoney share their culture and perspectives at a tipi 
encampment at the Bar U. This encampment is representative of the transition between 
the pre Treaty 7 and post Treaty 7 Indigenous experience, and a visit here allows guests a 
view into those experiences and traditions.

TOURISM LETHBRIDGE | LETHBRIDGE, AB
Lethbridge is the thriving hub of incredible southern Alberta, and Tourism Lethbridge is 
the destination management organization for the city. We work with industry partners 
and stakeholders to market Lethbridge as a travel, sport and meeting destination. With 
diverse dining, accommodation and cultural options, including cultural gems like the 
Southern Alberta Art Gallery, Galt Museum and the Nikka Yuko Japanese Garden, you’ll 
quickly understand why this is a vibrant, growing market. At the very heart of southern 
Alberta, Lethbridge is a great place to launch a visit to the region. You’re perfectly situated 
to explore the Badlands, mountains and four UNESCO World Heritage Sites, including 
Waterton Lakes National Park and Writing-on-Stone and Dinosaur provincial parks.

https://charmedresorts.ca/
https://nwmpmuseum.com/
https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/lhn-nhs/ab/baru
https://tourismlethbridge.com/
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ALBERTA BIRDS OF PREY | COALDALE, AB
Located near Lethbridge, the Alberta Birds of Prey Centre offers visitors the unique 
opportunity for an interactive experience with Alberta’s wildlife.

Imagine reaching out and touching a live owl while it sits on your arm for a once-in-a-
lifetime photo, or having a flying eagle land just a few feet away!

Visitor admissions also help this non-profit organization return injured and orphaned 
owls, hawks and eagles back to the wild.

PRAIRIE SPRINTER | MEDICINE HAT, AB
Sip the South East Tour: Join Prairie Sprinter on a curated two-day craft brewery 
and distillery tour through the Canadian Badlands. Meet the passionate people behind the 
brands, sample tasty grain-to-glass libations, get connected to the stories of these unique 
businesses in Alberta’s booming craft world – all the while being surrounded by the 
breathtaking landscapes of southern Alberta. Tour includes round-trip transportation from 
Calgary in a comfortable mini-coach and one night’s accommodations.

WATERTON GLACIER SUITES | WATERTON, AB
Each of the 26 suites have been completely renovated, including flooring, wall coverings, 
furniture, lighting, fireplaces, bathrooms, art, 55″ TVs and balconies. All walkways have 
been redone, and hardline internet and CAT 5 ethernet cable runs through the entire 
building, providing fibre internet and internet TV. 

KILMOREY LODGE | WATERTON, AB
After a fire in 2009, the historic Kilmorey Lodge is being rebuilt. The 18-room lodge will 
feature a fine dining restaurant, patio and lounge and will be open year-round. All upper-
floor and main-floor lakeside rooms will have patios or balconies. Accepting bookings for 
August to December 2022.

http://www.burrowingowl.com/
https://prairiesprinterinc.ca/private-tour-submission/?tour_id=3782
https://www.watertonsuites.com/
https://www.kilmoreylodge.com/

